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Abstract—Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags are currently evolving from an augmented version of barcodes to passive
and distributed sensors in the emerging Internet of Things. Most
of the RFID sensing devices that have been experienced till now
are based on power metrics. The change in the environment is
converted into a variation of the antenna performance remotely
sensed by a reader through a modulation of turn- ON or backscattered power. This paper investigates a new sensing paradigm
derived from the measurement of the phase of the electromagnetic signals that are backscattered from the tag in the UHFRFID band. The main goal is to introduce a model of the phase
response of antennas that are loaded by lumped sensitive materials
(SMs). General properties, data-processing issues, the achievable
dynamic ranges, sensitivities, and the measurement reproducibility of phase-oriented sensing are investigated by means of both
numerical analysis and experimentations concerning an RFID
humidity sensor as case study.
Index Terms—Humidity, radio frequency identification (RFID),
sensor, phase.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ADIO frequency identification (RFID) technology [1]
enables the remote labeling of objects by the application
over things of a battery-less transponder (the tag) that includes
a microchip and an antenna. The tag is interrogated remotely
by a radar-like device (the reader). RFID systems are nowadays
widely used in logistics, localization, and tracking, with several
advantages over barcodes. Moreover, as a building brick of the
emerging Internet of Things [2], RFID is rapidly evolving from
being a simple label to a true pervasive sensing entity [3]. A
passive tag can be turned into a sensor by engineering the natural sensitivity of the radiation and of the input impedance of the
tag antenna to the change of the tagged object or of its nearby
environment. This effect, typical of any antenna, can be magnified, and even made specific, by loading the tag with lumped or
distributed elements having sensing capability [3].
Till date, most of the proposed RFID sensing paradigms
rely on power measurements such as 1) the turn-ON power,
i.e., the lowest power provided by the reader necessary to
activate the tag; 2) the backscattered power [throughout the
received signal strength indication (RSSI)] collected by the
reader, and c) a combination of both. The potentialities of
power-oriented RFID sensors have been successfully exploited
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in several applications, ranging from humidity and vapors sensing [4]–[8], monitoring of civil infrastructures health [9], [10],
temperature [11], [12], or human body motion and interactions
among people [13]–[15].
However, a critical issue in power-oriented sensing is the
degradation of the communication performance and consequently of the reading distance during the process under test.
Sensing capability is achieved at the expense of the mismatch
of the tag antenna impedance and of the decrease in efficiency.
This drawback has been partially solved by introducing an
invariant parameter, the analog identifier (AID) [16], which
depends only on the antenna impedance, and by implementing a
constrained design technique [17] for the purpose of optimally
balancing communication and sensing performance.
This paper investigates a different approach by exploiting the
phase of the backscattered signal as sensing carrier. Nowadays,
many RFID readers are capable of providing power information in a fully coherent way and to extract the phase of the
demodulated signals that are backscattered by the tag. Early
experiments with phase detection were focused on spatial tracking of people and objects [18]–[21]. A first attempt to achieve
a true phase-based sensing has been recently presented in [22]
for the estimation of submillimeters displacements. The system comprises two strongly coupled tags that act as transducers
changing their mutual position along with surface deformation.
Following the preliminary ideas in [23], the aim of this paper
is hence to investigate the potentiality of sensing based on phase
variations for application to RFID sensors that are equipped
with lumped physical transducers. In particular, the general
equation for the phase of the backscattering signal, which is
emitted by the tag upon interrogation, is formalized for the
family of tags loaded with lumped sensors. For these tags, a
localized variable impedance that is interconnected (in series
or in parallel) with the RFID microchip, converts the variation of an external agent into a change of the hosting antenna
parameters. The impact of the kind of conversion mechanism
(resistive or capacitive) on the achievable dynamic range of the
phase and on the read range degradation is first discussed by
means of general formulas that are independent of the layout
of the tag. The theoretical analysis is then corroborated by an
extensive experimental session involving a tag layout suitable
to sense humidity, which has been already investigated by the
authors for power-oriented measurements [5], [8]. Tests enable
the evaluation of the robustness of the phase-measurement with
respect to the uncertainty on mutual reader-tag position and to
quantify the achievable resolution, for several dynamic ranges
of the sensor, also in comparison with power-oriented RFID
measurements.
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Fig. 1. Reader-tag block diagram showing sources that contribute to the complex demodulated voltage as produced by a monostatic reader. LO, local
oscillator; PA, power amplifier; RF-BPF, radio frequency band pass filter,
BB-BPF, base band band pass filter.

II. P HASE OF THE BACKSCATTERED F IELD
F ROM RFID S ENSORS
In a conventional RFID link, the reader remotely activates a passive tag comprising an antenna and a battery-less
microchip transponder. The input impedance of the tag is hereafter denoted with ZA = RA + jXA and its gain with GT .
The equivalent input impedance of the chip in the scavenging mode, e.g., the impedance exhibited by the chip when
the tag is harvesting power from the reader, is referred to
as ZC = RC + jXC , where XC denotes capacitive reactance.
The energy harvesting capability of a tag is generally described
by the power-transfer coefficient τ = 4RA RC /|ZA + ZC |2 ≤
1, which is maximum in case of conjugate impedance condition
∗
.
ZA = ZC
The architecture of most UHF RFID readers is based on
a direct in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) conversion performed by a
homodyne receiver [1]. Upon interrogation, the tag sends back
the data that are contained in the chip memory by switching its
ON
OF F
, ZC
} and thus
input impedance between two states {ZC
modulating the backscattered signal [24] (Fig. 1). The signal
that is reflected back from the tag is collected by the reader
receiver through a circulator. The receiver includes a demodulator performing the I/Q conversion. The sum of arriving signals
is split into two parts: one is mixed with the local oscillator (LO) signal and the other with the LO signal shifted by
90◦ . The resulting in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components
are filtered to remove the carrier and harmonics, providing a
low-frequency signal containing the tag response. The dc contributions due to the reader transmit/receive leakage, the clutter
of the environment, and the backscattered waves coming from
the tag (which contains both static and modulated components)
are hence filtered out. Let finally VLi denote the voltage collected at the reader load when the chip is in ON / OFF state, then
the phase ϕ of the signal backscattered by the tag is retrieved
[18] as
!
"
Qac
OFF
ON
− VL ) = arctan
.
(1)
ϕ = arg(VL
Iac
It is finally assumed that the tag is exposed to an external
agent Ψ(t) such as temperature, humidity, vapors, or pressure. Throughout any kind of chemical-electromagnetic or
mechanical-electromagnetic conversion mechanism, the external agent will produce a perturbation of the antenna input
impedance, ZA [Ψ], and gain, GT [Ψ], and accordingly of the
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phase ϕ[Ψ] of the received backscattered signal. The aim of
RFID phase sensing is to extract information about the change
of external agent Ψ by means of phase measurements.
Following the formalism in [16], and under free-space conditions, the port voltage VLON / OFF can be expressed in terms of
the tag and reader parameters, so that
#
Pin Rin
η
0
R 2
g [Ψ]
VLON / OFF [Ψ] = VL,OC [Ψ] + 2 GR
2
k0
×$

e−2jk0 r
r2
ZA [Ψ] + ZCON / OFF
1

%

(2)

where VL,OC [Ψ] is the open-circuit voltage that is independent
of the tag loading impedance, while
& it is instead potentially

affected by the external agent; g = RA GTη(r̂)χ[Ψ]
ejΦ[Ψ](r̂) is
0
the normalized gain of the tag; η0 = 120π Ω; k0 is the propagation constant; GR is the gain of the reader antenna; Pin is
in
is the
the power injected by the reader into its antenna; RR
input resistance of that antenna; and r is the reader-tag distance.
Finally, polarization-dependent parameters {χ, Φ} are such that
χ[Ψ] = |ĥT [Ψ] · ĥR |2 and Φ[Ψ](r̂) = angle(ĥT [Ψ] · ĥR ) with
ĥR (r̂) and ĥT [Ψ](r̂) being the effective length of the reader
and tag antennas, respectively, the last one being in principle
dependent on the external agent.
By application of (1) and after simple algebraic manipulations, the phase of the backscattered field can be rewritten as
ϕ[Ψ] = −2k0 r + 2Φ[Ψ](r̂)+
"
!
1
1
−
+ arg
.
ZA [Ψ] + ZCOFF
ZA [Ψ] + ZCON

(3)

The −2k0 r term accounts for propagation delay along distance r, 2Φ[Ψ](r̂) embeds the phase variation of polarization mismatch between the reader and the tag and the last
term includes the dependence of the phase on the only input
impedance of the tag antenna.
III. P HASE E QUATIONS FOR TAG L OADED W ITH L UMPED
S ENSITIVE M ATERIALS (SM S )
The phase-oriented sensing equation in (3) is now rewritten
for a particular configuration of the tag such that the portion of
the antenna that senses the change in the external phenomena
is concentrated within a very small region, at limit a dedicated
lumped sensor. Such an SM will produce a change in its equivalent RF impedance in response to an external stimulus and,
without loss of generality, is here modeled as parallel RC circuit
ZSM [Ψ] ≡ RSM [Ψ] ∥ CSM [Ψ].

(4)

Let us further assume that the variable impedance of the SM
is directly connected in series or in parallel with the microchip
(Fig. 2). Accordingly, the unloaded antenna of the tag, here simply denoted with ZA without any functional dependence, can
be now assumed to be unaffected by the change of the external
agent.
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Fig. 2. Series (left) and parallel (right) interconnection of the equivalent
lumped impedance of the SM (ZSM ). The symbol “♦” indicates series/parallel
connection.

To manage the sensor design and optimization, the phase
response has to be parameterized to highlight its dependence
on the lumped impedance of the SM. For this purpose, the
phase equation (3) is now specified by replacing the variable
impedance of the antenna with the unperturbed value ZA and
by introducing an equivalent microchip impedance
′
[Ψ] ≡ ZC ⋄ ZSM [Ψ]
ZC

(5)

where the symbol ′ ⋄′ indicates the series or parallel connection
that accounts for the presence of the SM.
Since the modulating impedances of the chip during “0” and
“1” states are manufacturer- and even model-specific, the simplified reference scheme in [1] and [25]–[27] is assumed, e.g.,
ZCON is equal to the harvesting impedance of the chip (ZCON =
ZC ) and ZCOFF ≫ ZCON , at limit ZCOFF → ∞. This model is of
course approximate and is not able to account for the energy
harvesting during the OFF states. Anyway, this representation provides simple formulas for the phase and is generally
considered adequate to understand the basic backscattering
phenomena.
The following two expressions of the retrieved phase are
hence obtained in cases of parallel (ϕp ) and series (ϕs )
topologies:
⎛
⎜
1
ϕp [Ψ] = C + arg ⎜
⎝ ZA + ZSM [Ψ] +

1
−!
$
ZA + Z1C +
!
ϕs [Ψ] = C + arg −

⎞

1
ZSM [Ψ]

1
ZA + ZC + ZSM [Ψ]

"

⎟
%−1 " ⎟
⎠ (6)
(7)

where the quantity C = −2k0 r + 2Φ(r̂) will now remain constant by keeping the measurement set-up fixed throughout the

Fig. 3. Phase and power transmission coefficient versus CSM and RSM
variations. (a) Parallel-loaded tag with resistive behavior (PR). (b) Parallelloaded tag with capacitive behavior (PC). (c) Series-loaded tag with resistive
behavior (SR). (d) Series-loaded tag with capacitive behavior (SC). The shadowed regions indicate the range of the SM impedance and of phase response
corresponding to a power-transfer coefficient τ > 0.5.

observation of the phenomenon under test. Finally, denoting
ϕ[Ψ(0)] as a reference initial state, the differential phase
△ϕ(t) = ϕ[Ψ(t)] − ϕ[Ψ(0)] ↔ f (ZSM [Ψ])

(8)

will hence depend on the parameter Ψ through the only
impedance of the SM since the other contributes in C are
accordingly dropped out. The above equation provides the sensing formula and will permit one to easily control the response of
the device, as shown in the example Section V Experimentation.
A. Asymptotic Analysis
To better understand the role of the interconnection topology
for the SM and the dynamics of the phase response of the tag to
the external stimuli, (6) and (7) are now numerically evaluated
for two extreme conditions. The SM has been assumed to have
a dominant resistive or capacitive behavior, e.g., by separately
considering the two limits CSM [Ψ] → 0 and RSM [Ψ] → ∞ for
resistive and capacitive SM, respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the curves of ϕ[ZSM ] and τ [ZSM ] for the
above four edge cases that are referred to a realistic microchip
impedance ZC = 25 − j237 Ω (NXP G2il [28]). For the sake
of simplicity, we assumed a perfect matching of the IC to the
∗
) at the fixed frequency
unloaded antenna impedance (ZA = ZC
f =868 MHz (European RFID band). The phase response
becomes flat for large values of RSM or XSM while the most
sensitive responses (steepest slopes of the curves) are apparent
for small values of SM resistance or capacitance. The series
connection of a resistive SM [Fig. 3(c)] does not provide any
sensing capability while it produces a huge degradation of the
power harvesting (through the parameter τ ).
Requirements over the communication performances may be
formalized as constraints over the power-transfer coefficient τ
to minimize the degradation induced by the variation of the
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TABLE I
U SEFUL P HASE R ANGE FOR S ENSING FOR τ > 0.5

Fig. 4. Case-study sensor from [5], capable of hosting a drop-like coating of
chemical SM. The size d of the shorting stripes is an accessible parameter for
the tuning of the sensor response.

external agent. For instance, having fixed the communication
constraint to τ > τ min = 0.5 implies that the read range will
be at most reduced to 70% of the value in case of unloaded tag.
The useful phase ranges (shadowed areas in Fig. 3) are resumed
in Table I. The most convenient results are found for the cases
of capacitive SM in both parallel and series interconnections,
while a resistive SM is effective only in parallel connection and
furthermore it provides a more modest phase change.

Fig. 5. (a) Simulated phase variations of the RFID backscattered signal as a
function of the relative humidity (RH) and frequency. (b) Estimated calibration
curves of the humidity sensor at four selected frequencies in the worldwide
UHF RFID band.

IV. A C ASE S TUDY
Previous discussions are of general concern since they are
related to the mathematical structure of the equations for phase
sensing. A more specific insight is provided here with reference
to a test case concerning the sensing of humidity that has been
recently proposed by the authors [5], [8] for power-based sensing of vapors. The passive tag sensor (Fig. 4) is composed of
two coplanar patches lying over a 3-mm thick Forex slab and
forming a central radiating slot. The lumped SM is a drop of
Pedot:PSS, a hygroscopic polymer that is sensitive to moisture.
Pedot:PSS is deposited into the small niche inside the radiating
slot.
This SM-coated niche has been demonstrated to respond as
a parallel RC load that is connected in parallel to the microchip
(here an NXP G2il [28]) and is variable with the relative humidity (RH) of the environment according to the approximate
law [5]
RP edot:P SS (RH) ≃ 17 − 0.32 · RH − 1.7 · 10−4 · RH 2
CP edot:P SS (RH) ≃ −0.31 + 0.02 · RH − 1 · 10−4 · RH 2 .
(9)
The resistance monotonically decreases from 7 to 2 kΩ as
the RH changes from 40% to 100%, while the capacitance
increases from 0.3 to 0.6 pF in the same condition.
By trimming or extending the size d of the two shorting
stripes, that tag may be easily tuned at any frequency of the
Worldwide RFID band. As shown later, this capability will be

Fig. 6. (Left) Simulated calibration curves of the phase and (right) the power
transmission coefficient versus humidity as a function of the antenna tuning
parameter d, at a fixed frequency of 868 MHz.

exploited to achieve different possible dynamic ranges of the
phase measurement during the exposure to humidity.
Fig. 5(a) shows the phase response versus frequency in
case the relative humidity increases from RH = 40% (ambient humidity) to saturation (100%). The phase is estimated by
application of (6) where the impedance ZA of the unloaded
tag antenna was obtained by numerical simulations. It is worth
noting that the phase decreases monotonically along with the
moisture growth, but the sensitivity and the dynamics are
strongly dependent on the frequency [Fig. 5(b)]. However, the
phase response saturates above 1 GHz, where the impact of the
SM impedance becomes negligible.
Fig. 6 finally shows some possible tag responses (phase
and power transmission coefficient) that can be synthesized
by changing the width d of the shorting stripes so that 5.5<
d <9.5 mm. The dynamic range of the phase may reach up to
∆ϕ = 100◦ for d = 5.5 mm, even if the most useful tradeoff
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A. Phase Unwrapping and Filtering

Fig. 7. Experimental set-up for humidity detection.

between phase range and power-transfer coefficient degradation
could be obtained for d = 9 mm (∆ϕ = 90◦ and τ > 0.5).
It is worth mentioning that, in spite of this antenna produces
rear radiation when attached onto low-permittivity materials, it
was numerically verified that the relative phase profile is only
weakly dependent on the hosting material and the eventual dispersion of the phase response is comparable with the reader
resolution.

A first example of phase measurements considered a tag having tuning stripes with size d = 7.5 mm that, according to the
diagrams in Fig. 6, should provide a modest phase dynamic
range of about ∆ϕ = 35◦ . Fig. 8(b) shows the raw phase
data as directly provided by the reader for a single 2-h cycle
of exposure/recovery. There are two clearly visible effects:
1) the presence of phase wrapping during the exposure and
2) a remarkable fluctuation affecting the overall phase signal.
Phase wrapping is originated by the receiving module and by
the demodulation circuit, at the reader side, so that the phase
outcome is confined between 80◦ and 180◦ .
A phase unwrapping correction ϕunwrap = ϕwrap ± π was
hence applied to each data sample whose difference with the
previous value was larger than π2 . In this way, the phase profile
[Fig. 8(d)] becomes continuous and hence suitable for further processing that includes normalization by the initial phase
and an FFT to identify the frequency content of the fluctuation [Fig. 8(c)]. The signal was hence processed by a low-pass
finite impulse response (FIR) filter (order N = 48 and cut-off
f0 = 0.01 Hz). The resulting phase profile follows the typical
exponential humidity behavior [Fig. 8(e)] up to saturation with
the expected dynamic range of 35◦ , as foreseen by the circuit
model. The achieved resolution (twice the standard deviation
evaluated in the steady-state portion of the response) of phase
measurements after low-pass filtering is less than 2◦ .
B. Sensitivity to Setup Arrangement

V. E XPERIMENTATION
A measurements campaign was carried out to corroborate the
theoretical findings and above all to describe the required signal processing and estimate the achievable resolutions of the
sensor.
The experimental set-up comprised a ThingMagic M6 reader
[29] locked at 868 MHz. The frequency hopping was disabled
to avoid phase artifacts. The reader injected Pin = 26 dBmW
power into a 5-dB linear polarized patch antenna. 10 µl of
Pedot:PSS was deposited inside the niche of the tag by means
of a suitable pipette (Fig. 4 right). The tag was placed inside
a plastic chamber partially filled with water. A picture of the
set-up is shown in Fig. 7. When the box was closed, the humidity naturally increased from ambient level to saturation (RH =
100%) in about 1-h (exposure time). When the chamber was
instead open, humidity reverted back to that of the ambient
air (recovery time). With the purpose of providing a reference
dataset, the variation of the relative humidity levels versus time
was measured in parallel by means of a digital hygrometer that
was placed within the chamber.
Phase measurements were performed for several tuning
conditions of the tag (e.g., for some values of the tuning
parameter d) that potentially provide different dynamic ranges
as predicted by the numerical analysis in Fig. 6. Moreover,
experiments were repeated for different alignments between
the reader antenna and the tag with the aim of quantifying
the robustness of the proposed sensing method to the specific
set-up.

The phase response of the tag, besides being directly modulated by the change of the SM, could be in principle affected
by the reader-tag mutual position, the operative environment,
(in the specific the wet air inside the box), and even by the
deposition of a thin layer of vapor condensation over the conductors of the antenna as well as over the pins of the microchip.
These issues are here clarified by a second set of experiments
where the sensing tag was interrogated (see inset in Fig. 9)
by the reader antenna from different distances (30 < r <
120 cm) and orientations (θ = {0◦ , 30◦ , 180◦ }). Furthermore,
an unloaded tag, i.e., the same RFID antenna without the SM,
was exposed in the same condition of the coated tag to understand the effect of the wet air and the deposition of water
molecules onto the antenna and chip.
For each fixed configuration, the same measurement and
processing were repeated. The obtained diagrams during 1-h of
exposure are superimposed in Fig. 9 after normalization for the
initial condition for each experiment. In spite of the measurements being made within some weeks and with different tags
(hence with a few manufacturing imperfections), the achieved
dynamic ranges are in quite good agreement in all the cases.
The phase measurement for sensing was, therefore, reasonably
stable with respect to the mutual position between the reader
antenna and the tag, which, however, has to be kept fixed
during the observation of the humidity changes. This result
was expected since the phase dependence on distance and
orientation between antennas is embedded into the constant
parameter C that is dropped out in the calculation of the
differential phase in (8).
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Fig. 9. Superposition of the loaded and unloaded tag responses (differential
phase) upon 1-h exposure to humidity for different alignments and orientations
between the reader PIFA and the tag: 30 < r < 120 cm, θ{0◦ , 30◦ , 180◦ }.
L.T., loaded tag; U.T., unloaded tag.

Fig. 10. (Top) Relative humidity, measured by a digital hygrometer during 1-h
exposure from ambient air (RH = 40%) to saturated air (RH = 100%) and 1-h
recovery. (Bottom) Phase response (after processing) of the test tag for different
tuning conditions through the size d of the shorting stripes.

Finally, the unloaded tag was almost unaffected by the
changes in the humidity. The phase remains stable at its average
initial value during the humidity variation from ambient level to
saturation (RH = 100%) and provides a maximum fluctuation of
approximately 2◦ , comparable with the resolution of the reader.
As a conclusion, the measured phase variations of the RFID
sensor in case of a fixed setup are mostly due to the impedance
change of the SM.
C. Wider Dynamic Ranges

Fig. 8. (a) Relative humidity, measured by a digital hygrometer, during 1-h
exposure from ambient air (RH = 40%) to saturated air (RH = 100%) and 1-h
recovery. (b) Raw phase measurement by the RFID set-up. (c) Frequency spectrum of the unwrapped phase. (d) RFID phase after phase unwrapping. (e) RFID
phase after low-pass filtering.

In a third set of measurements, the size of the tuning strips of
the tags were modified (7.5 ≤ d ≤ 9 mm) to reproduce wider
dynamic ranges as in the simulated profiles of Fig. 6. The corresponding tag responses during the exposure and recovery cycles
are shown in Fig. 10 after phase unwrapping and filtering. The
profiles are in reasonable agreement with those predicted by
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TABLE II
S ENSITIVITIES [◦ /RH] OF M EASURED P HASE VARIATION

TABLE III
C OMPARISON A MONG P HASE -BASED AND P OWER -BASED
S ENSING FOR ∆RH = 60%

the linearized curves of Fig. 11, denoted as the phase difference
generated by 1% change in the RH level
Fig. 11. Calibration curves ∆ϕ ↔ RH corresponding to the response in
Fig. 10. Experimental data are compared with theoretical profiles that were
produced by means of the circuit model in case of four different sizes of the
shorting stripes.

the model so that the achieved span of the phase responses are
∆ϕ = {35◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , 82◦ } for the cases d = {7.5, 8, 8.5, 9}
mm, respectively.
Finally, the achieved phase responses are used to derive the
calibration curves ∆ϕ ↔ RH of the sensor (Fig. 11) that have
to be compared with the theoretical data (6) derived from the
circuit model in the previous section. The circuit model also
includes the nonlinear input impedance of the chip as recently
suggested in [30], e.g., the instantaneous chip impedance is
related to the amount of impinging power that, in turn, depends
on the change in the antenna load (the SM).
Very reasonable agreement is achieved in the cases d =
7.5 mm and d = 8 mm and concerning the dynamic ranges of
all the four considered configurations. However, the slopes of
the curves (i.e., the sensitivities) exhibit differences between
model and measurements in the cases d = 8.5 mm and d =
9 mm [Fig. 11(c) and (d)] within the 40%–80% RH range.
The difference is as much significant as the dynamic range of
the phase increases, e.g., for larger sensitivity of the phase to
the chemical change of the sensor. It is probably due to the
chemical inertia of the SM that induces a delay in the complex permittivity response to the change of humidity. Such a
delay is amplified by the antenna response so that it is nearly
negligible in case of narrow phase dynamics and much more
effective in case of a large dynamics of the antenna impedance.
The topic of the speed of chemical SMs response at the radio
frequency regime is of general concern, since it is correlated to
their polar characteristic, but is currently outside the scope of
this paper.
All the measured calibration curves appear almost linear
from RH = 40% to 100%, but with different slopes. It is possible to extract the sensitivities of the device, e.g., the slope of

S [ϕ] =

|ϕ (RHhigh ) − ϕ (RHlow )|
|△ϕ|
=
.
|△RH|
|RHhigh − RHlow |

(10)

The sensitivities for the phase-based sensor are listed in
Table II and span from 0.6◦ to 1.4◦ /RH depending on the
selected size of the tuning stripes. As predicted by simulations,
the most sensitive tag configuration was that with d = 9 mm.
VI. D ISCUSSIONS AND C ONCLUSION
Theory and experimentations demonstrated that the phase
response of a chemically coated passive RFID tag may be engineered to provide information about the change in the external
environment. Using equivalent circuit models of the sensor, it
is possible to easily control the dynamic range of the sensed
data while reducing the degradation of energy scavenging, and
accordingly of the read distance. Capacitive coating materials
(that mostly react to an external physical stimulus by a change
in their permittivity) appear as the most effective loading in both
series and parallel connection with the microchip. They are able
to produce a phase dynamic range up to 50◦ and less than 3 dB
degradation of the harvested power. Resistive SMs (involving a
dominant change of the conductivity) are instead only effective
in parallel connection but with a weaker impact onto the phase
change.
The experimental case study on humidity sensing revealed
that a few signal processing (phase unwrapping and low-pass
filtering) are required to reduce fluctuations and measurement
artifacts. The resulting differential phase profiles are, however,
rather insensitive to the set-up arrangement. The best considered tag antenna permitted to achieve up to 80◦ phase dynamicrange within the constrain on the power-transfer coefficient
τ > 0.5.
The phase-based sensing procedure presented in this paper
can be finally compared with the power-based sensing performance using the same sensor tag derived from [5]. The
power-based sensing requires the processing of the turn-ON
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in
power (Pto
) and of the backscattered power (Pbs ). In both the
sensing metrics, the meaningful parameter for the final user is
the resolution in humidity sensing δRH (in percentage) that is
related to the dynamic range (DR) of the measured data and
to the intrinsic resolution of the reader (δR ). The interesting
resolution can be hence computed as

δRH =

∆RH
δR
DR

(11)

∆RH being the span of the humidity change in the experiments
(here 40%–100%). Results are reported in Table III. It is worth
observing that the resolution of the phase metrics is fully comparable with those of power metrics, but with a substantially
superior read performance.
Although the presented case-study is referred to chemical
sensing, the same idea may be applied in a straightforward
manner to other kinds of lumped SMs such as thermistors and
capacitors for temperature measurements as well as to MEMS
devices for pressure detection.
The main limitation of the proposed sensing technique is that
it is intrinsically suitable to only fixed measurement equipments
and cannot be applied to handheld readers performing spacerandom measurements. Further research will be hence focused
on the combined use of phase and power metrics with the purpose of achieving a more robust data-inversion procedure at no
additional cost, since phases and powers are extracted from the
same data-acquisition procedure.
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